Skava Commerce Product Sheet

microservices for commerce

Inventory
Skava Inventory microservice supports multiple fulfillment
sources, maintain inventory in different distribution centers,
integrate real-time inventory, and fulfill from physical stores.
With a dedicated admin panel, you can easily manage
inventory data and set admin and permission rules.
INVENTORY MICROSERVICE MAKES YOUR JOB EASIER WITH
DEDICATED ADMIN PANEL:
Easily set admin and permission rules.
SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOWS:
Project-based approval workflows provide extensive audit trail and versioning of pricing. Business processes
are done more efficiently by easily managing and tracking the tasks within a process including workflows
and access to records of processes that are completed.
SECURE AND SCALABLE APIS:
Provides the APIs for all inventory related information.
HAVE IT YOUR WAY:
SKAVA ENTERPRISE: host it your way on a cloud provider of your choice or hosted and managed by Skava.
SKAVA CLOUD: multi-tenant, hosted and managed by Skava .

API response time
of less than 250 ms for 90 percentile

31 API Endpoints

Features
Unlimited Bin Support
Accurate Data
Management
Real-Time Alerts
Admin Control

Create and manage bins with full inventory visibility for any item in
any bin.
Import bin and bin item information from external sources for speed
and accuracy of inventory data management.
Flexible thresholds for alerts on “low stock” as well as “out-of-stock”
items to ensure a great customer experience.
• Administrators can add, remove, transfer, and reconcile
• Block/unblock inventory to ensure a smooth transaction.

Get started right away with Skava
Skava offers a risk-free opportunity to test drive our class-leading microservices without making changes to your
infrastructure. Dig into Skava’s tools in a full production environment, try integrating your existing solution, and
see how microservices can up your game. Best of all, you can push your experiments to production at any time.
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